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1. Introduction 
In this paper, the author introduces the notion of M-structures. For the class JII 
of all stratifiable spaces with M-structures, the following results shall be obtained: 
(Ml) JU c {M, -spaces}. 
(M2) If a space X is a stratifiable p-space, then XE JU. (Refer the reader to 
Section 4 for the definition of a p-space.) 
(M3) A space X is an MO-space, that is, a space with a cT-closure-preserving 
base consisting of closed-and-open (=clopen) subsets, if and only if XC .c1 and 
dim X = 0. 
(M4) Jll is hereditary with respect to subspaces. 
(M5) & is countably productive. 
(M6) If X E JII, then there exists a perfect mapping f of a space ZE .C1 with 
dim Z=O (2 is an &-space by (M3)) onto X. Moreover, if dim Xs n, then f can 
be chosen so that ord f < n + 1. 
(M7) Let X E JH. Then dim X s n if and only if there exists-a -closure-preserving 
base -W such that dim B(W) G n - 1 for every WE %t; where B(W) denotes the 
boundary of W in X. 
(M8) If {Xi: i E N} is a closed cover of a stratifiable space X such that each 
Xi E -U, then X E Jt. 
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(M9) If a space X is dominated by {X,: a E A} and each X, E .I[, then X E “II. 
(MlO) Each adjunction space of spaces belonging to .U belongs to ,U. 
Gruenhage in [3] showed that the inclusion relation of (Ml) and the characteriz- 
ation of dim X in (M7) hold for every stratifiable Fm-metrizable space X. He called 
there a space which is a countable union of closed metrizable subspaces an F,- 
metrizable space. However, since the name is the same as Nagami’s “a-metric space” 
in [ll], we use the latter in the sequel. Comparing the author’s results with 
Gruenhage’s, it is natural to consider the question whether every stratifiable u-metric 
space has an M-structure or not. Both (M2) and (M8) give a positive answer and 
are more general. The proof of (M8) gives the Countable Sum Theorem for the 
class 9, which is defined in [8]: If {X,: i E N} is a closed cover of a stratifiable space 
X such that each Xi E 9, then X E 9. Since every M, -space with dim X = 0 belongs 
to 8, we have a partial answer to the question [3, Question 3.71. That is, it is proved 
that if a stratifiable space X is a countable union of closed .M,-subspaces and 
dim X = 0, then X is an M, -space. Unfortunately, the author does not know whether 
every M,-space has an M-structure or whether every closed mapping preserves 
M-structures. 
Now, we give the terminology and denotions used in this paper. All spaces in this 
paper are assumed to be regular Hausdorff and the letter N always denotes the 
positive integers. All mappings are assumed to be continues and onto, unless the 
contrary is stated explicitly. For a subset A of a space X, Int A denotes the interior 
of A in X. A family of subsets of X is called simply a funri1.v of X. Let 0% be a 
family of X. We denote by %# the union of all members of a. If each CJE % is 
closed (open) in X, then ti is called a closed (respectively, open) family in X. % is 
called a neighborhood base of a subset F in X when % consists of neighborhoods 
of F and if X is an open set of X with F c V, then F c U t V for some CJc %. 
Moreover, if 0% is open (closed), then % is called an open (respectively, closed) 
neighborhood base of F in X. Let xi;:, i = 1,. . , , k, be closed families of X. Let 
%(R,,..., Rk) be a family of X consisting of all members of IJf=i Zi and of all 
finite intersections of members of IJf=, %?i. Note that %‘(Zi, . . . , Xk) is a a-discrete 
closed family if each Ri is so. Let % be a family of X and p E X. Then Ou is called 
closure-preserving at p if for each subfamily %0 of %, p E T implies p E 0 for some 
try QO. If % is closure-preserving at each point p of X, then -U is called closure- 
preserving in X. M, -spaces are spaces which have a cT-closure-preserving base I: 11. 
A space X is called stratifiable [2] if for each closed subset T of X one can assign 
a sequence {O,(T): n E N} of open neighborhoods of T such that 
(I) T=f){O,(J-): n E N} (and moreover we can assume without loss of generality 
that O,,+,(T) c O,(T) for each n), and 
(2) if T, M are closed subsets of X such that Tc M, then O,,(T)c O,(M) for 
each n E N. 
Such a correspondence T + { 0, ( T): n E N} is called a strati@cation of X. AS shown 
independently by [4] and [6], stratifiable spaces are Mz-spaces in the sense of [ll. 
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We state the definitions of M-structures and related notions. 
Definition 1.1. Let Ou, 5V be families of a space X. “u is called SY-preserving in both 
sides at p E X if the following two conditions are satisfied: Let 021, be an arbitrary 
subfamily of JU. 
(1) If p~X-%c, then 
pEHandHnOUc=e) 
for some HE SY. 
(2) If p E f-j “u,,, then 
PMcf% 
for some H E 2. 
Definition 1.2. Let X be a space. A collection ({%(F): FE 9}, SY’) of families of X 
is called an ,Vf-srructure ofX if the following conditions are satisfied:, 
(1) 2, 9 are a-discrete closed families of X. 
(2) Each Q(F), FE 9, is a family of open neighborhoods of F in X, and is 
%-preserving in both sides at each point p of X-F. 
(3) If pi V for an open set V and a point p of X, then there exist FE 3 and 
UG Q(F) such that 
From the definition, it follows that for each FE 9 and each CJE “u(F), there 
exists a subfamily SY( CJ) of 2 such that X - U = 8!(U)“. Therefore SV forms an 
E-net of X in the sense of [ 131. 
It is easily seen by a slight modification of x that if (2) is changed with (2)‘, it 
makes no difference. 
(2)’ Each “21(F), F E 3, is a family of open neighborhoods of F, and is R-preserving 
in both sides at each point of X. 
Definition 1.3. Let 9 be a closed family of a space X. A collection 9 = 
({%(F): FE S}, 2’) is called an M-strucrure for 3. in X if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) Z’ is a u-discrete closed family of X. 
(2) Each q(F), FE 9, is R-preserving in both sides at each point of X-F. 
(3) For each FE 9, %(F) is an open neighborhood base of F in X. 
Especially, when 3 = {M}, 69’ is called an M-structure for the closed subset ,cI in X. 
Definition 1.4. We denote by -II the class of all stratifiable spaces with M-structures. 
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2. The fundamental properties of A 
A space X is called monotonically normal if for each pair (H, K) of disjoint closed 
sets of X, one can assign an open set D(H, K) such that 
(1) HcD(H,K)cD(H,K)cX-K,and 
(2) H c H’ and K’c K imply D(H, K) c D(H’, K’). 
We recall that every stratifiable space is monotonically normal, [5], and that for 
each discrete closed family 9 of a stratiliable space X there exists a discrete open 
family V= { V,: FE F} of X such that F c V, for each FE 9. We call V a discrete 
open expansion of 9 in X. 
In the next two Theorems, we shall show that the class {X E “II: dim X = 0) is 
equal to the class of M,-spaces. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a monotonically normal space. If X has an M-structure and 
dim X = 0, then X is an M,,-space. 
Proof. Let ({%(F): FE 9}, Z) be an M-structure of X. Write 
9=fi siandX=g xi, 
I= I i=l 
where each 9iy 5Vi are discrete closed 
Theorem 2.51, for each i there exist 
families of X. Since X is stratifiable by [5, 
discrete open expansions { Cr,=: FE si/;i) and 
{ CJH: HE %Ti} consisting of clopen sets of X. Let D(M, N) be a monotone normal 
operator of X. Let FOc 9 be fixed for a while. Then we shall construct a closure- 
preserving family “Ir(F,) = { V,: CK E A(F,)} of clopen sets such that 
FO c V, c U, for each CY E A( F,), 
where %(F,) ={Ua: (Y E A(F,)}. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
FOn H = 0 for each HE 2 and for each %!,, c Q(F,) the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) If PEX--%$, thenpEHandHn%U,r=e)forsomeHE%‘. 
(2) IfpEn%,-FO,thenpEHcn%,-FOforsome HER’. 
For each n E N and each H E SY,,, choose a clopen set V, such that H c V, = UH and 
(3) V,=D(H,F,U(UWE~:=, %,H’nH=01)). 
For each a E A(F,) we can write 
u, =x-x:, 
where 
5Y~={HE%‘:HnU,=0}. 
Set 
V,=X-U{V,:HE%‘~} 
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for each a E A( F,,). Then we shall show that i_7i( F,,) = { V, : a E A(F,)} has the required 
properties. First, each V, is a clopen neighborhood of F. in X such that F0 c V, c U,. 
Indeed, since 
WX-Lh,FdnFo=O and V,cD(X-U,,F,) 
for each HE & V, is a closed neighborhood of F. in X. To see that V, is open, 
it suffices to show that lJ { V,: HE 2,) is closed in the subspace X- Fo. Suppose 
By (2), there exists H(y) E %$, k E N, such that 
YEH(Y)C r/,-F,. 
Observe that 
= D(Kf, H(Y) u F,,) 
and 
D(zZ, H(y) u G) n H(y) = 0. 
Moreover, since {V,: HE U,,<k %‘,,} is a locally finite clopen family, we have 
y&U {V,: HE Z&}. Hence V, is a clopen set in X. Secondly, we shall show that 
‘Y-(F,) is closure-preserving in X. Let A” be an arbitrary subset of A(F,,) and suppose 
(4) y~u{V,: cx~A,}-U{V,: BEAM)}. 
Set 
Al={cv~Ao: yc U,} and Az=Ao-A,. 
By (1) and (2), there exist H, E R,,, n E N, and Hz E SY such that 
y~H,cn{U,: CYEA,}-F~ 
and 
YEH, and H2n(U{U,: a~A,})=0. 
Write for each CY E Ao, 
x- urn = SY:, 
where %‘, ={H E %‘: H n U, = 0). From (3) it follows that for each HE 
U {X: a E AJn (lJ,>, Ze,), V,nH,=0. Therefore the relation that 
YE U { V,: CK E A,} of (4) implies that there exists an open neighborhood 0 of y 
such that 0 n V, = 0 for each (Y E A ,. Then 
N= On V,, 
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is an open neighborhood of y such that 
NnU{V,: LYEA,}=O. 
This is a contradiction to (4). Set 
?V( FJ = { V, n U,,: a E A( F(;,)}. 
Then %“(F,J is also a closure-preserving family of clopen neighborhoods of FO in 
X. It is easy to see that 
u/‘=U{%-(F,): F,)E 9) 
forms a a-closure-preserving base for X, consisting of clopen sets. This completes 
the proof. 
We can not drop the assumption that X is monotonically normal from the above 
Theorem, because there is a countable space which is not monotonically normal in 
[5], and a countable space, more generally a u-discrete space, has an M-structure. 
To state Theorem below, we recall the method of Siwiec and Nagata in [14], by 
which we can construct a a-discrete closed network from a give a-closure-preserving 
closed network of a space. Let 3 = U {ai: iE N} be a network of X, where each 
93i = {B,: (Y E r,} is a closure-preserving closed family of X For each i, k E N and 
r’ c rl,, set 
Gk(r))=n{B,: ~~r}n(n{F,,: CKE~,--r’}), 
where 
Fak =lJ{& Sk: BnB, =O} 
for each (Y E fi. Construct for each i, k E N 
%Lk ={Gk(I”): T’c ri}. 
Then 2Jii,, is a discrete closed family and 59 = lJ {Y&: i, k E N} is a network of X 
Moreover it is easily seen that each 233, is $-preserving in both sides at each point 
of x. 
Theorem 2.2. If a space X is an MO-space, then X has an M-structure. 
Proof. Let 23 = lJ {@: i E N} be a base for X, where each sj is a closure-preserving 
family of clopen sets of X. By the method of Siwiec and Nagata, there exists a 
u-discrete closed network 5V’ such that each 33, is X-preserving in both sides at 
each point of X. Set 
for each H E 2%’ and each n E N. Then it is easy to see that ({a”(H): H E %‘}, %‘p) 
forms an M-structure of X. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let X, Y have M-structures. Then X X Y has an M-structure. 
Proof. Let ({Q(F): FE 9,}, Z;), i = 1,2, be M-structures of X, Y, respectively. Set 
~=~,x~~={FxF’:FE~,,F’E~~} 
and 
Then both 9 and Z are discrete closed families of XX Y. For each F, E 9, and 
each Fz E Fz, set 
Q(F,xF,)={UxV: UE%(F,), VE”U(F~)}. 
We shall show that %(F, X F,) is R-preserving in both sides at each point of 
X X Y-F, X F:. Let %O = { CJ, X V,: a c A,} be an arbitrary subfamily of %(F, X F?). 
Assume (x, y) E X x Y - %f. If xrt F, and yaFz, then there exist Hi E %‘, and 
HZ E x2 such that (x, y) E Hi X Hz and 
ff,nU{U,: acAo,xg Ua}=O 
and 
H,nU{V,: a~A,,ya Va}=O. 
Therefore we have 
(x,y)EH,xH2E~aandH,xHzn~~=0. 
If x E F, and ye F,, then there exists Hz E %‘? such that y E Hz and 
H,nU{V,: cu~A,}=(d. 
Therefore we have 
(x,y)EF,XH,E%‘andF,xHznQ,f =0. 
If XE F, and y E F,, then the similar argument applies. Next, we assume that 
(x,y)En%-FMz. 
If XE F, and y& F,, then there exist HI E %‘,, Hz E Rz such that (x, y) E HI X H, and 
H,cn{CJ,: (YEAo}andH,cn{V,: BEAM}. 
Therefore we have 
(x,y)EH,xHzE~andH,xHzcn~,. 
If x E F, and YE F,, then for some Hz E S& 
yEHzq{V,: (YEA,,}. 
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(x,y)EF,xH2~~aandF,xH,cr)~“. 
If x& F, and y E Fz, then the similar argument applies. Thus %(F, x F2) is 
preserving in both sides at each point of XX Y-F, X F2. It is easy to see that 
({%(F,xF,): F,xF~E~}.%‘) 
satisfies the condition (3) of Definition 1.3. Hence XX Y has an M-structure. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be an inverse limit of a sequence {X,, gj, i, jE N}. If each X, 
an M-structure, then so does X. 
Proof. Let ({D%(F): FE 3,}, S’?i) be an M-structure of X, and g,: X+X, be 
restriction to X of the projection onto Xi. Set 
9= fi g;‘(9;), R=fi g;‘(Ri) 
i=l i=! 
and 
Q(g? (F)) = g;‘(q(F)) 
has 
the 
for each FE 4 and each i E N. Then it is easy to see that ({“u(F): FE 9}, 2’) is an 
M-structure of X. 
Theorem 2.5. The class of spaces having an M-structure is countably productive. 
Proof. Let X =flT_, Xi, where each Xi has an M-structure. By Lemma 2.3 each 
Yk =nF=, Xi has an M-structure. Since X is considered to be an inverse limit of 
{Yiygj: i,jEN}, where each gi with i> j is a natural projection, X has an 
M-structure by the above Lemma. 
Theorem 2.6. Zf X is an arbitrary subspace of a space Y with an M-structure, then 
X has an M-structure. 
Proof. Let ({Q(F): FE 9}, 2) be an M-structure of Y. Then it is easy to see that 
({‘%(F’)=%(F)/X: F’=F~XES/X}, X/X) 
is an M-structure of X. 
Theorem 2.7. If X E A, then there exists a perfect mapping f of a space Z E A with 
dim Z = 0 onto X. Moreover, if dim X G n, then f is chosen so that ord f s n + 1. 
Proof. The proof is essentially due to Oka [13, Theorem 3.81. Let ({Q(F): FE 
P}, 2’) be an M-structure of X. Write 9 = lJ=, sL, where each 9; is a discrete 
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closed family of X. For each i, take a discrete open expansion ;V;: of 4. Let UT=i yi 
be a quasi-base for X, where each Sq is a closure-preserving closed family of X. 
Then (9, V = lJy=, ‘V,, x,9’} is an E-quartet of X in the sense of [ 13, Definition 
3.31. There exists an E-mapping p: X+ M with respect to the E-quartet onto a 
metric space M, [13, Definition 3.4 and Proposition 3.61. There exists a perfect 
mapping g of a zero-dimensional metric space Y onto M. Let 2 be the subspace 
of XX Y defined by 
z={(X,y)EXX Y:p(x)=g(y)}. 
Let f : Z+ X be the restriction to Z of the projection. Then f is a perfect mapping. 
Ind Z=O follows from the argument of [ 13, the proof of (1) -$ (2) in Theorem 3.81. 
We notice that every metric space has an M-structure, which shall be shown later 
in Theorem 4.5. By Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.6, Z has an M-structure. Since Z 
is a stratifiable space, ZE AI with dim Z =O. Moreover, if dim X G n, then M is 
chosen so that dim M s n by Pasynkov’s Factorization Theorem. From it g is chosen 
so that ordgsn+l, implying ordf=Sn+l. 
But we do not know whether the converse of the above theorem is true. 
Problem 2.8. If a space X is the perfect image of an MO-space, then does X have 
an M-structure? 
It is also not known for the case of the closed images. Such spaces X are at least 
M,-spaces by [3, Corollary 3.51. This suggests the following problem: 
Problem 2.9. Does every M,-space have an M-structure? 
To obtain the characterization of dim X for space X E A, we state the Lemma. 
Lemma 2.10. Let Yl be a hereditary class of M,-spaces satisfying the following 
condition: If dim X < n for each X E Yi! and each n E N, then there exists a closed 
mapping f of an MO-space onto X such that ord f s n + 1. Then for each X E YZ, 
dim X G n if and only if there exists a u-closure-preserving base 74” for X such that 
dimB(W)sn-1 foreuery WEW: 
Proof. Under the assumption, dim X Gn if and only if IndXsn for each nEN 
and each X E 5K Therefore from [12, Lemma 71 the if part follows. The only if part 
is proved in [9, Lemma 11. 
By Theorem 2.7 and the above Lemma, we have the following: 
Theorem 2.11. Let X E A. Then dim X s n if and only if there exists a a-closure- 
preserving base “CL” for X such that dim B( W) G n - 1 for every WE ?K 
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We recall the definition of a space dominated by subsets. Let X be a space, and 
3 a family of closed subsets of X. Then 3 dominates X if, whenever A c X has 
a closed intersection with every element of some subfamily %‘r of 58 which covers 
A, then A is closed. 
Theorem 2.12. Assume that {X, : A E A} dominates a space X. If each X, E Jc1, then 
XEJU. 
Proof. First, we recall that X is stratifiable by [2, Theorem 7.21. Let A be well- 
ordered with last element .$ and let C, = IJ {X,: A < CL} for each p E ‘~1. By transfmite 
induction we construct for each p E -1 an M-structure 
9”,= 
({ 
9&(F): FE.Y~ = 6 SP”}, & = 6 &) 
?I==1 n-1 
of the subspace C,, satisfying the following conditions: 
(l), For each n E N, .Pfin and 5Y+,, are discrete closed families of C, such that 
0 g P,+,, u ZP,, and for each A < p 
(2), Let A <p and FE L9* n 9’ be arbitrary. For each open neighborhood W 
of F in C,, and each transfinite sequence { Un,: A 6 A’<p} such that LI,.E %,,(F), 
CJ,,c Wand U,,n C,,“= U,,. for each A < A”< A’, there exists U, E “U,(F) such that 
U,c Wand U,,nC,,=U,.foreachA~A’<~. 
(3), Each Q,(F), FE 9&, is an open neighborhood base of F in C,. 
Let p E A be arbitrary. Assume that we have constructed M-structures PA, A <CL, 
of C, satisfying the conditions (l),, (2) A and (3),. Then we shall construct P,, 
satisfying the conditions (l),, (2), and (3),. Set 
and 
Then by 
for each 
c=u{c,: A<p}=U{X,: A<p}. 
(l),, A <CL, 9, X are a-discrete closed families of C such that 
9/C,=9Aand%/C,=xA 
A<p. Let Acp and FEPnF*. Set 
%(F)={U: UnC,,,= U,,,E Q*.(F) foreach AS A’Cp}. 
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Then from (2), and (3),, A < CL, it follows that %(F) forms an open neighborhood 
base of F in C, and x-preserving in both sides at each point of C-F. Notice that 
X, E .U and X,, A C is closed in X,. By the same method as the proof of Lemma 
3.7, we can construct a collection ({QU,(F): FE 9, Z}) of families of C, satisfying 
the conditions: 
(4) %,(F)/C = %(F) for each FE 9. 
(5) Each %P (F), F E 9, is %” -preserving in both sides at each point of C, - E 
(6) Each q,(F), FE 9, is an open neighborhood base of F in C,. 
(7) ZV = Xu 3Z”‘, where (3?“)# n C = 0. 
Let 9’ be a network of the subspace C,-C such that 9’ is a u-discrete closed 
family of C, and (9’)# n C = 0. Then by Lemma 3.5 there exists an M-structure 
({Q,(F): FE sl}, 2”‘) for 9’ such that 
%P(F)“nC, =0 and (%“‘)#n C,, =0. 
Write 
p= 6 cJqp= 6 2; 
II=, n=l 
and 
9’= fi 9;. 
II=, 
Set 
9,,,=.F,,u9~ and&,=x,,uZX::u%iP:: 
for each n E IV. Then it is easy to see that 
P,= 
(1 
al,(F):F~SP= fi Sfin 
I 
7 & = 5 qm 
fl=l II=1 > 
is an M-structure of C,, satisfying (l),, (2), and (3),. By transfinite induction we 
have an M-structure of C, = X. This completes the proof. 
3. The countable unions of the classes Uu and B 
To prove the main results, we give some preliminaries and some variations of 
spaces belonging to the class A. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a closed subspace of a strutifiable space X, and let {U,: a E A} 
be an open family of M. Then there exists a collection { BA, : a E A} of families of X 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) UP%: ~EAV(X-M) 
is a closure-preserving closed family of the subspace X - M. 
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(2) Ler a E A be arbitrary. B A M = CJm c Int B for each BE 9?= and if V is an 
open set of X such that V n M = U,, rhen U, t B c V for some B E aa. 
Proof. Every closed subset of a stratifiable space X has a closure-preserving closed 
neighborhood base in X, [l, Lemma 7.31. Using this fact, the Lemma is proved by 
the argument parallel to that of [8, Theorem 1 (1) + (2)]. 
For brevity, we call (9,) the L3.1-extension of {U,} to X and .kf is called to 
hate the L3.1-property in X. This property is used frequently to show Theorems 
below. 
The next Lemma is easily obtained and we omit the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X E ,U. Then X has an M-structure ({Q(F): FE 5}. SY’), where 
9 = UZ, 4 and each 
expansion { VF: FE $,“I) 
(1) UC VFfor each 
(2) For each k E N, 
4 is a discrete closed family of X with the discrete open 
satisfying the following conditions: 
UC%(F) andFE.97 
is R-preserving in both sides at each point of X. 
Lemma 3.3. Let X E JI and let M be a closed subset of X. Then there exists an 
M-structure for M. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, X has an M-structure ({q(F): FE u:, gi}, X). where each 
4 is a discrete closed family and for each n E N; 
(*) U{Q(F):Feg Fi} 
is Z-preserving in both sides at each point of X. Let M =n (6,: n E N}, where 
0, =x, On+, c 0, and 0, is an open neighborhood of M in X for each n E N. Set 
%‘(F)={Un 0,: UE Q(F)} 
for each FE S,,, n E N, and set 
=W=Y{W(F): FE 9). 
Let {W,,: A E A} be the totality 
neighborhood of M in X. Set 
of subfamilies of ‘W such that CCC-; is an open 
W(M) = 1 W, =%q:AEn}. 
For each A E A, write 
‘w~=IJ{%,,,:~EN}, 
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where 
-21 -,,, = %‘An(y{%‘(F): FEN’“}) 
for n EN. Obviously “CL”(M) forms an open neighborhood base of M in X. Let 
3Y=~(~,U9~,{B(O”): nEN}). 
Then ZY is a r-discrete closed family of X. We shall show that 7+-(M) is x-preserving 
in both sides at each point of X-M. To see this, let YV,-, = { WA: A E ‘In} be an 
arbitrary subfamily of a-(M). Suppose PE X- Wt. Choose k 3 2 with PE 
Ot_, - Ok. By (*) there exists Z-2 E %’ such that p E H and 
H n (0 {XT, : A E ,I(,, n < k}) = 0. 
If pa ok, then we choose FE 9 with p E F and F n Ok = 0. In this way we have 
~EK=H~FEYC and Kn.W{ =0. 
If p E B( O,), then we have 
~EB(O~)~H=KE.T and KnYt =0. 
Even if p E n wo- M, the same argument applies. Therefore {w(M), x} is an 
M-structure for A4. 
Lemma 3.4. Let X E At and 9 a discrete closed family of X. Then there exisrs an 
M-structure for 9. 
Proof. By the preceding Lemma, there exists an M-structure {Y@(M), %‘,} for 
A4 = 9#. Let {V,: FE 9) be the discrete open expansion of 9 such that %? = 
{F: FE 9) is a discrete closed family of X. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that 
Wcu{V,: FE S} 
for each WE w(M). Set 
%(F)={Wn V,: WE w(F)} 
for each FE 9 and set 
x= %(zee,, re,). 
Then it is easy to see that ({%(F): FE 9}, 2’) is an M-structure for 9. 
The next Lemma gives a variation of the definition of M-structures for stratifiable 
spaces. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a stratifiable space. Then the following four statements are 
equivalent: 
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(1) XEJU. 
(2) There exists an M-structure for each closed subset of X. 
(3) There exists an M-structure for each discrete closed family of X. 
(4) There exists an M-structure for each u-discrete closed family of X. 
Proof. (4) -+ (1) is immediate from the definition of M-structures. (1) + (2) + (3) + 
(4) has been proved in the above proofs. 
Lemma 3.6. Let X E Ju and let 9 be a closure-preserving closed family of X. Then 
there exists an M-structure ({w(F): F E 9}, 2’) for 9 such that U { cUr( F): FE 9) is 
%‘-preserving in both sides at each point of X. 
Proof. Since X is a a-space and 9 is a closure-preserving closed family of X, by 
the.method of Siwiec and Nagata we get a a-discrete closed network x of X such 
that for each FE 9 there exists .T( F) c .%C such that Y{(F)” = F and 
(1) ifp~~{F~~:p~F},thenp~K~~{F~~:p~F}forsomeK~.%. 
Let x = IJ {xi j E N}, where each xi is discrete in X. For each j E ZV, let { V, : K E .Vj} 
be the discrete open expansion of Zj By Lemma 3.5, there exists an M-structure 
({%(K):KE%},%J for xsuch that UC V, for each UE%(K) and KE.T. For 
each FE 9 choose YQF) c .?Z such that YZ(F)# = F and let 
x(F) = y {x,(F): in NI, 
where 
5$(F)=%$nZ(F)foreachjEN. 
Let T+ {O,( T): n E N} be a stratification of X. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that for each n E N 
(2) u I%(K): K E U-1 Y&u,) is &,-preserving in both sides at each point of X. 
For each 9~ 9, let 
“W;(K)={Ue %(K): UC O,(F)}, 
where K E rt,(F), n E N and let 
%‘-F=U{%‘-AK): KEZ(F)}. 
Let { ‘ITA: A E A(F)} be the collection of all subfamilies of ‘EL; such that c = WA 
is an open neighborhood of F. Set 
W(F)={W,: AEA(F)}. 
Obviously W(F) is an open neighborhood base of F in X. Let 
zV= %(.%-, Z-J. 
We shall show that U {w(F): FE 9} is Z-preserving in both sides at each point of 
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X. Let p E X and u’, an arbitrary subfamily of IJ {TV(F): FE 9). Write 
where so c 9 and A,(F) c A(F) for each FE So. Assume that p E X - WC. Choose 
k EN such that p& O,(F(p)), where 
F(p) = U {FE 9: pziz F}. 
Since obviously 9: c F(p), O,(F)c O,(F( p)) for each FE SO and each n E N 
Observe that for each K E U {x,(F): FE 9,,, j 3 k}, 
wAK)“= O,(F(p)). 
Since SFC is a network of X, there exists Ho E Yl such that p E Ho and 
(3) H,,n(l_J[CW;(K)*: K cU{Yl/IF): FE So, j2 k}])=O. By (2) there exists 
HI E EJ&, such that p E H, and 
(4) H,n(“W,(K)n[U{‘IV~: AE&(F)}])#=~ for each FE 9. and KE 
U I.%$ j < k}. From (3) and (4) we have 
pEHonH1=HE%’ and Hn”Ctrz=0. 
Assume that pen ‘7Vo. Set 
~,={FE~~:~EF} and 9z=90-S,. 
From (1) there exists K1 E .7l such that 
(5) PEK*cfl%. 
Let k be chosen so that pi O,(F(p)). Since 
pEU[WdK)“: KEU{Y~(F): ja k}] 
for each FE F2, there exists K2 E .X such that p E K2 and 
(6) K2n[U{CWF(K)#: KEU{.Y,{F): j2 k}]=0 
for each FE sz. By (2) and (6) there exists H,,E R,, such that p E Ho and 
(7) Ho n Kz = fI U-I Wb(F): F E 95). 
From (5) and (7) we have 
pEK,nHonK2 =H~%‘andHcn u/-,. 
Hence IJ{TT(F): FE 9) is Z-preserving in both sides at each point of X. This 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.7. Ler X=X1 u X2 be a stratifiable space and X, a closed subspace. If 
X,,Xz~A, then XEA. 
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Proof. Since A is hereditary with respect to subspaces by Theorem 2.6, we can 
assume X, n Xz = 0. Let ({Q(F): FE 9,}, X,) be an M-structure of X,. Set 
%(F) ={U,: A nil} 
for each FE 9, and 
A = U {A(F): FE 9,). 
By Lemma 3.1, there exists the L3.1 -extension {B3, : A E A} of {U, : A E A} to X. Since 
%=U{$:AEA}/X~ 
is a closure-preserving closed family of X, and Xz E A, by Lemma 3.6 we have an 
M-structure 
({V(BnXJ: BnX,E a}, x2) 
for the family 93. Since X, is closed in X, we can assume that x2 is a c-discrete 
closed family of X. Set 
W,(F)={Vu U,: VE cCr(BnXJ and BEG’,} 
for each A E A(F), FE 9, 
and set 
%‘-(F)=U{W,(F): AeA(F)). 
Since X2 E Ju and Xi is closed in X, by Lemma 3.5 there exists an M-structure 
({W(F): FE S2}, x3) for a a-discrete closed network .P2 of X2 such that 2Vj is a 
a-discrete closed family of X Thus we have an M-structure 
({W(F): FE 9, u %}r 2, u 2, u 23) 
of X, proving X E A. 
Let X, Y be spaces and f : H + Y be a mapping of a closed subspace H into Y. 
We denote the adjunction space of X, Y with respect to f and H by Z = Xv f Y. 
It is not known whether Z=XufY is an Mi-space if both of X and Y are Mi. 
Corollary 3.8. Let X, Y E -12. Then each adjunction space Z = Xv f Y E JU. 
Proof. By [ 1, Theorem 61 Z is a stratifiable space. If p : X v Y + Z be the quotient 
mapping, then Z = p( Y) u (p(X) - p( Y>), where p(Y) is a closed subspace of Z 
which is homeomorphic with Y, and p(X) - p( Y) is homeomorphic with the subspace 
X-H. Hence by the above Lemma we have Z E Al. 
The author in [8] considered the class B of all stratifiable spaces X such that 
every closed subset of X has a closure-preserving open neighborhood base. Most 
of M,-spaces belong to 8. But it is an open problem whether {Mi-spaces}~ 9. 
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Lemma 3.9. Let X E 9’ and Y an open subspace of X If $8 is a closure-preserving 
closed family of Y, then there exists a collection { ?4+( B): B E 9} of families of Y 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) u {W(B): B E 6%) is closure-preserving in Y. 
(2) Each 74’(B), BE 5% is an open neighborhood base of B in Y. 
Proof. By the method of Siwiec and Nagata, we construct a c-discrete closed (in 
X) network 9 of Y &ch that for each BE 9 there exists 9(B) c 9 such that 
9( B)# = B and each FE 9 has a closure-preserving open neighborhood base in X. 
Thus we can apply the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
For brevity, we call {w(B): BE B} the L3.9-extension of C4I in Y. 
Lemma 3.10 ([8, Lemma 11). Let M be a closed subspace of a stratijiable space X 
Then to each open set LJ of M, we can assign an open set U’ of Xsuch that U’ n M = U 
and the following (*) is satisfied: 
(*) U’ n V’ = 0 whenever LJ, V are disjoint open sets of M. 
We call U’ the L3.10-extension of U to X, which is used in the proofs of Lemmas 
3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. 
Lemma 3.11. Ler X =X1 v Xz be a stratijiable space such that X1 is closed in X. If 
X,,Xz~9, thenXE9. 
Proof. Let F be a closed subset of X. F n X, has a closure-preserving open 
neighborhood base % = { U,: CY E A} in the subspace X,. Since X, E 9 and 
M=X,n(FuX,) 
is closed in X,, by [S, Theorem 1, (2)] there exists an open family 7r of X, such 
that ‘V is closure-preserving at each point of X,-M and for each open set U of 
X, there exists VE Y such that Vc U and Vn M = U n M. Set 
‘T(cY)={VET: VnM=(U,uF)nMand Vc(U,uF)‘}, 
for each a E A, where (U, u F)’ is the L3.10-extension of an open set U, u F of 
the subspace F u X, to X. Set 
W(a)={U,u v: VE W’(a)} 
for each a E A and 
‘-I#-=u{‘%‘(cy): SEA}. 
Then it is easily seen that each W(a) is a family of open neighborhoods of F in X 
such that Wn X, = U, for each WE W(a) and if 0 is an open neighborhood of 
F in X such that OnX, = U,, then W = 0 for some WE w(a). Since for each 
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WE 74*(a) and CYEA, 
Wc(U_uF)’ 
and “u, ‘cr are closure-preserving at each point of XI, X,-M, respectively, -W is 
closure-preserving in X. That is, “ui” is the required family. Hence X E 8. 
Lemma 3.12. Let M be a closed subset of a stratifiable space X and {U,: a E A} a 
closure-preserving open family of the subspace M. Then there exists a collection 
{a a: a E A} of families of X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) !_J {a,: (r E A} is a closure-preserving family of X 
(2) For each a E A and B E 5%,, 
BnM= CJ,cIntBandBnM= l?=, 
and B n (X - M) is closed in X - M. 
(3) Let CY E A be arbitrary. If V is an open set of X such that V n M = LJ,, then 
U,cBc VforsomeBE9m. 
Proof. For each CY E A, let Ub be the L3.10-extension of U, to X. Let {9: : (Y E A} 
be the L3.1-extension of {U,: CY E A} to X. Set 
2&_={B~93L:BcU&}foreacha~A. 
Then it is easy to see that {Ba: (Y E A} is the required one. 
We will call {Be : a E A} the L3.12-extension of {U, : a E A} to X 
Lemma 3.13. Let M be a closed subset of a stratifiable space X and k% a closure- 
preserving family of X such that B n M is open in the subspace M and B n (X-M) 
is closed in the subspace X-M for each B E 9. Then there exists an open family 
{B’: B E 53) of X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) B’nM=BnMandBcB’foreachBE% 
(2) If U is an open set of M, we can assign an open set U’ of X such that 
U’nM= Uand U’nB’=0 whenever Unl?=O and BE%?. 
Proof. Since M is closed in X, by the method of Siwiec and Nagata, we have a 
cr-locally finite closed network 9 = IJz= 1 9,, of X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) a/(X-M) is P-preserving in both sides at each point of X- M. 
(2) SPz = S”+l and 9,, is a locally finite closed family of X for each n EN. 
(3) {FE 9: F c M} is a network of M. 
We shall construct B’ for each BE 9. Let BE 93 be fixed arbitrarily and D a 
monotonically normal operator of X. Set for each n E N 
O,(B)=D(~~(B)*,(M-B)U(~{&:B,E~~~~I%~B=~})) 
-D(.S$JX-B)#,B), 
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where 
Sn(W)={FcYn: Fc W} 
for each subset W of X and n E N. Set 
B’= lj O,(B). 
II=1 
Then it is easy to see that B’ is an open set of X satisfying the condition (1) of the 
Lemma. To show that {B’: BE 99) satisfies the condition (2), let U be an open set 
of A4. We define U’ as follows: For each n EN let 
O,(V)=D(~~(LI)X,(M-Lr)u(U{B,:B,~~andBonLr=O))) 
--D(Sn(X- Cqr, U) 
and let 
U’= fi O,(U). 
II=1 
Then U’ is an open set of X such that U’n M = U. Let Un I? = 0 for BE 93. To 
show that U’ n B’ = 0, assume the contrary. Then we have 
o,(wnO,(B)#O 
for some n, M EN. If n 2 m, then we have 
D(~~(B)#,(M-B)~(U{B~:B,E~~~~B~~B=~})) 
c D(Sn(X- c?)“, 0). 
If m > n, then we have 
o(~~(lj)#,(M-U)u(y{B,:Bo~~andBonLT=O})) 
= 0(9,(X-B)“, B). 
In either case, we have O,(U) n O,(B) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.14. Let F be a closed subset of a stratifiable space X. If there exists a 
u-discrete closed network 93 of the subspace F such that each BE 93 has a closure- 
preserving open neighborhood base in X, then Fhas a closure-preserving open neighbor- 
hood base in X. 
This was essentially proved in the proof of [S, Theorem 1, (1) --* (2)]. 
Theorem 3.15. Let X be a stratifiable space and {Xi: i E N} a closed cover such that 
XiEAforeachiEN. ThenXEA. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 we can assume that X,, c X,,+, for each n E N. It suffices to 
show that for each discrete closed family 9 of X,, n E N, there exists an M-structure 
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for 9 in X. We shall show it for the case n = 1. By Lemma 3.4 there exists an 
M-structure ({w,(F): FE 9,}, X,) for 9 in X,. Set 
for each FE 9 and 
A, =U{A,(F): FE 9). 
By Lemma 3.1 there exists the L3.1-extension (~53~: A E A,} of {WA: A E A,} to X. 
Since 
U{%: A EnJl(X2-XL) 
is a closure-preserving closed family of the subspace X2-X,, by Lemma 3.6 there 
exists an M-structure 
({%(B’): B’EU{B~: A ~ri,}/(X~-Xi)}, 2,) 
for lJ (93,: A E A,}/(X,- Xi), where %‘, is a a-discrete closed family of X2, consisting 
of subsets of X2 -X1. Set for each A E A,(F) and F E 9 
‘?VA(F)={W,uU: UEU{%(B’): B’E~!&/(X~--XJ]} 
and 
w*(F) = U {w*(F): A E A,(F)). 
Write newly 
W;(F) ={ W,: A E AZ(F)} 
and let 
A, = u {AZ(F): FE 9). 
Again by Lemma 3.1 there exists the L3.1-extension (&%A :  E A,} of { W,: A E A,} 
to X satisfying the following: 
(1) LetF~PandA,EA1(F)bearbitrary.IfB1~9Q,and WA,= W,,ur/~?f~(F) 
with UE %(B,n(X*-X1)), then Blc B2 for each B2c BB,,. 
For the collection {a,: A E A,} of families, choose an M-structure 
({Q(B’): B’ E U 1%: A E &)/(X,-X,)), 2,) 
for u (93,: A E A,}/(X,-X2), where 5V2 is a r-discrete closed family of X,, consisting 
of subsets of X,-X2. Set for each A E AZ(F) and FE 9 
U’,(F)={Uu WA: UEU{‘~(B’): B’E%/(X,--X,}} 
and 
W;(F) = u {w*(F): A E A,(F)). 
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W,(F) is written newly by 
?V&=) ={ w,: A E/l,(F)}. 
Let 
A3 = lJ {A,(F): FE 9). 
Repeating this process, we get inductively 
W,(F) =u {W*(F): A E /1,_,(F)} 
for each FE 9 and 
‘Ii’-,(F)={W,uU: UEU{Q(B’):B’E~J(X,,-X,_,)}} 
for each A E A,_,(F) and FE 9, where 
({%(B’): B’ E u {a*: A E 4-Jl(Xn -Xn-*)), %) 
is an M-structure for lJ {S3,: A E A,_,}/(X, -X,,_i), %,, is a u-discrete closed family 
of X,, consisting of subsets of X,-X,_, and {aAh: A E A,_,} is the L3.1-extension 
of { W,: A E A,_,} to X satisfying the following: 
(2) Let FE 9 and Ai E A,_,(F) be arbitrary. If B, E 93*, and WA2 = W,, u LIE 
?Vn-,(F) with UE ‘%(B, A (X,,_l-Xn_2)), then B, c B2 for each B*E 91h2. 
For each FE 9 let A(F) be the totality of A = (A,) E fl{A,(F): n E N} such that 
W,“_, E 79”,“(F) for each n. For each A E 1l(F), let 
W(A)=U{W,“: HEN}. 
Then it is easily seen by (1) and (2) that there exist sequences {B,: n E N} and 
{U,,: n E N} of subsets such that 
Wl =BInX,E WI(F) 
and for na2 
B, E 93R,n and WA.+, = W,” u U, E w,+,(F), 
where U,, E Q(B, n (Xn+l -X,,)). Therefore we have 
W(A)=U{W,“: nEN}=lJ{Int B,: ~EN}. 
Hence W(A) is an open neighborhood of F in X. Let 
zV=lJ{z”: nEN} 
and 
YV(F)={W(A): AEA(F)} 
for each FE 9. It is easy to see that each “Ur(F) is an open neighborhood base of 
F in X. We shall show that each W(F) is %‘-preserving in both sides at each point 
of X-F. Let TVOc W(F) and suppose that p E X - ?Yfz. There exists k E N such 
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that PEX~-X~_,. (If k= 1, then let X,,=0.) Since s,(F) is xk-preserving in both 
sides at each point of X, -Xk_,, there exists HE Rk such that 
~EH and HnYYc=0. 
Even if p E fl wO - F, then similarly we have 
p~Hcn?Y,, 
for some HE S’&. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.16. Let X be a stratifiable space and {X,,: n E N} a closed cover such 
that X,, E B for each n E N. Then X E 8. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, we can assume that X,, c X,,+, for each n E N. By virtue 
of Lemma 3.14, it suffices to prove that each closed subset of X,,, n E N, has a 
closure-preserving open neighborhood base in X. We shall show it for the case 
n = 1, and the remaining cases are similar. Let F be a closed subset of X,. Since 
X, E P, F has a closure-preserving open neighborhood base %“,(F) = { W, : A E .II} 
in Xr. By Lemma 3.12, there exists the L3.12-extension {gjh: A E it,} of w,(F) to 
X. Since Xz~ B and X1 is closed, by Lemma 3.9, there exists the L3.9-extension 
{W(Bn(X2--X,)): sn(X,-X,)ElJ{~3,: AEA,}/(X2-X,)} 
of IJ {a,: A E A,}/(X,-X,) in X,. Set for each A E ‘4, 
w*=lJ{{Wu WA: WCjV’(Bn(X2-X,))and W~B’}:BES~}, 
where {B’: BE IJ {%lR,: A E A,}} is the L3.13-extension of IJ {B*: A E JlL}. Set 
“N~,(F)=U{“U~,:AEA,}. 
Then it is easy to see that ‘S’+*(F) is a closure-preserving open neighborhood base 
of F in X,. Write newly 
W;(F) ={ W,: A E A,}. 
By Lemma 3.12 again, there exists the L3.12-extension {sA: A E ;tz} of WI(F) to 
X satisfying the following: 
(1) Let Al E Al be arbitrary. If B, E ‘33*, and W,, = W,, u WE ll;(F) with WE 
Ur(B,), then Br c B2 for each B2~ BAZ. Let 
{W(Bn(X3-X2)): Bn(X,-X,)EU{B*: AEA,}/(X,-X2)} 
be the L3.9-extension of U {%I,,: A E A2}/(X3-X2) in X,. Set for each A E A2 
wA=U{{Wu W,,: w~Ur(Bn(x,-Xz))and W~B’}:BE~~}, 
where {B’} is the L3.13-extension of IJ {%I*: A E AZ} to X. Set 
w;(F) = u { %‘-*: A E A,}. 
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Then w,(F) is a closure-preserving open neighborhood base of F in X,. Write newly 
?Vj(F) ={ w,: A E -13). 
In this manner, we continue the construction of a closure-preserving open neighbor- 
hood base +w,, (F) = { W, : A E A,} of F in X,, and the L3.12-extension { BA : A E A,,} 
of w,,(F) to X satisfying the following: 
(1) For the L3.12-extension {a,: A E A,_,} of w,,_,(F), 
“U/,(F) =u{%;: A E itn-,}, 
where 
u/-,=lJ{{Wu W,: WE’?Y(B~(X,-X,_,))and W~B’}:BE~*}, 
where {B’} is the L3.13-extension of U {sA: A E atn-l}r and 
(2) Let A,E&,. If B,E~~, and W,,= WAiu WE w,(F) with WE~TV(B,), then 
B, c B2 for each B?E 91nh2. 
Set 
W(A)=U{W,m: HEN} 
for each A = (A,) E IZ{,t,: n E N} such that W,“_, E TV*, for each n E N. Kote that 
for each A, there exists a sequence {B,_: n E N} of subsets of X such that 
W(A)=U{W,“: nEN}=y{IntB,“: HEN} 
and B,. E .%13,” for each n EN. 
Thus W(A) is an open neighborhood of F in X. We define TV(F) to be the family 
of all W(A) that is defined above by {W,“} and {B*.} and satisfies 
(3) WA._, c npl B;,. 
To see that TV(F) is closure-preserving in X, let %\ ={ WA: A E A,} be an arbitrary 
subfamily of w(F). Suppose that 
p E u {WA: A E Ao}. 
Since p E X, for some k E N, we 
closure-preserving at p, we have 
!=U{W,,: AC&). 
have by (3) and by the fact that {B,+: A E A,} is 
Since ‘%fk(F) is closure-preserving in X,, p E @‘+ for some A E A, and hence we 
have p E WA. It is obvious that w(F) is an open neighborhood base of F in X. This 
completes the proof. 
4. M-structures and p-spaces 
We call a space X- a p-space if X is embedded in a countable product of 
paracompact a-metric spaces in the sense of [ll]. Obviously every free L-space, 
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and hence every LaSnev space is a stratifiable p-space [lo, Corollary 3.51. But both 
the converses are not true. In the below discussion, we shall show that the class % 
of all stratifiable p-spaces has such a position as indicated by the following figure: 
Free L-space _ %’ ;, Stratifiable a-metric space 
J 
KM,,-space 
(dim=()) 
= A - hereditarily M, -space 
Before stating the main result, we consider a space X which is embedded in a 
countable product of strutifiable r-metric spaces. Since every metric space has an 
M-structure because every closed set in a metric space has an open neighborhood 
base which is both closure-preserving and interior-preserving, by the results con- 
tained in the previous sections, we have already known that such a space X belongs 
to 4. However, more strongly, we establish that every strutifiable p-space belongs 
to Ju. 
Lemma 4.1. Let f be a one-to-one mapping of a strurifiuble space X onto u metric 
space M, and F,,, n E N, a closure-preserving closed family of X. Then there exist a 
metric space Y and one-to-one mappings g : X + Y and h : Y --, M satisfying the 
folio wing: 
(1) f=hg. 
(2) For each n E N, g(9,,) is a closure-preserving closed family of Y. 
This is essentially proved in the proof of [13, Lemma 3.21. 
Definition 4.2. Let f : T --, X be a one-to-one mapping. Let M be a closed subspace 
of X and 9 = { Um: (Y E A} an open family of M. We call that M has the D4.2-property 
wirh respect to (f, 42) in X if there exists a collection {a,: (Y E A} of families of X 
satisfying the following: 
(1) U{%,: ~EA}/(x-M) 
is a closure-preserving closed family of the subspace X-M. 
(2) Let a E A be arbitrary. B n M = LJ, for each BE %‘_ and if V is an open set 
of X such that V n M = LJ,, then U, c B c V. for some BE Se. 
(3) For each a E A and each BE aa, f-‘(B)‘is a neighborhood of f-‘( LJW) in T. 
Let M be a paracompact a-metric space such that M = IJ {M,,: n E N} with each 
M,, closed metrizable. {M,: n EN} is called a scale of M, and is called a monotone 
one if %I,, c M,,, for each n E N. It is known by [l l] that if M is a paracompact 
u-metric space with a monotone scale {M,,: n E N}, then there exists a contraction 
(one-to-one mapping) p of M onto a metric space 6l such that for each n E N, 
p/F” : M,, + p(M,,) is a homomeomorphism of M,, onto a closed subspace p(M,,) 
of M. A pair (p, 6f) is called a replica of M. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let f be a one-to-one mapping of a space X onto a paracompact u-metric 
space M with a monotone scale {M,,: n E N} such that each M, has the D4.2-property 
with respect to (f, “u) for each open family JU of M,,. Then X has a collecrion 
({Q(F): FE 9}, ae) off amilies of X satisfying the following (3)’ besides (1) and (2) 
of Definition 1.2. 
(3)’ If p E f - ‘( O), where 0 is an open set of M, then rhere exist F E 9 and U E Ou (F) 
such thatpEFc CJcf-‘(0). 
Proof. By the argument parallel to that of the proof of Theorem 3.15, we can show 
that for each a-discrete closed network 9,, of M,,, there exists a collection 
({W(F): FE S,,}, Z”) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) 3?” is a a-discrete closed family of M. 
(2) Each W(F), FE 9”, is Z”-preserving in both sides at each point of M-E 
(3) Let FE P,, be arbitrary. f-‘( w(F)) is an open family of X and if V is an open 
set of M such that Fc V, then there exists U E W(F) such that Fc U c V. 
For each n E N, choose such a collection. Set 
x= fi f_‘(SQ and 9= fi f-‘(9”) 
n=l ;=I 
and 
Q(F) =f-‘W(f(F))) 
for each FE 9. Then obviously ({q(F): FE 9}, %‘) is the required one. 
We call the above ({Q(F): FE 9}, S’) an M-structure for the topology {f-‘(O): 0 
is open in M}. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a stratifiable p-space. Then Xis homeomorphic with the inverse 
limit l$ {Mi, gf:}, where each Mi, i E N, is a paracompact u-metric space with a 
monotone scale {Mij: je N} satisfying the following condition: 
(*) Each Mij has rhe D4.2-property with respect to (gi, %) for each open family Q 
of MijT where gi is rhe projection of X onto M,. 
Proof. Obviously 
X=lim {Xii, fj}, 
where each Xiv iz 2, is a paracompact a-metric space with a replica (X,, ff ) and 
each fi is a one-to-one mapping. (Refer to the proof of [7, Theorem 11). For each 
iE N, let Xi=IJ{X+ je N}, where {Xii: Jo N} is a monotone scale of Xi. Let 
9ij = IJ (9ijk: k E N} be a closed network of Xij, where each 9ijk is discrete in Xi. 
Let { V,=: FE 9ijk) be the discrete open expansion of 9i,k in Xi. Since X is a stratifiable 
space, for each FE 9ijk there exists a closure-preserving closed neighborhood base 
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93(F) of f;‘(F) in X such that Bcf;‘( V,) for each BE 93(F), where fr is the 
projection of X onto Xi. Let 
9’l,k = U {93(F): F E Sijk}. 
Then Yijk is a closure-preserving closed family of X. By Lemma 4.1 there exist a 
metric space M, and one-to-one mappings g, : X+ M, and h, : MI + XI satisfying 
the following: 
(1) f, = h,g,. 
(2) For each i, j, k E N, gl(Yijk) is a closure-preserving closed family of Mr. 
(3) For each i, j E N, g, ( fr ’ (Xi,)) is closed in Mr. 
For each n 2 2 we define the subspace M,, of X,, X MI by 
M, = ((~7 Y) E X XM,: f; (x) = h(y)) 
and let 
h,,: M,,+X,, and gy: M,,+M, 
be the restrictions to M,, of the projections onto X,, and M,, respectively. Then it 
is easily seen that M,, is a paracompact v-metric space with a monotone scale 
{iM,j = h,’ (X,,j): jc N}. For each pair n > m let g”,, = (gy )-‘gy. Then g”, : &I,, + M,,, 
is a one-to-one mapping because M, has a base 
{hi’ ( U) n (g;)-‘( V): CJ, V are open in X,,, Ml, respectively}. 
Define g, : X + M,, by 
g,(x) = (f”(x), g,(x)) for each x E X 
From the construction of M, and 81, X is easily seen to be considered to be the 
inverse limit of {M,, gj} with each g, the projection. Observe that 
(4) gi(Yijk) is a closure-preserving closed family of M, for each i, j, k E N. 
Since M, is a metric space, it follows from (4) easily that for each i, jc N there 
exists a-discrete closed network xij of the subspace Mij such that for each HE %‘ij 
there exists a closure-preserving closed family Z(H) of M, such that g;‘(K) is a 
neighborhood of g;’ (H) for each K E T{(H) and if V is a basic neighborhood of 
H such that 
V = h;‘(U) n (gi)-‘( U’), 
where U, U’ are open in Xj, MI, respectively, then H c K c V for some K E x(H). 
By the similar way to the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can show easily that each Mij 
has the D4.2-property with respect to (gi, %) for each open family % of MiP 
Thus (*) is satisfied. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.5. If X is a stratijiable p-space, then X E A. 
Proof. Let X be a stratifiable p-space. By Lemma 4.4 X = lim {M,, g,} such that 
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each M, is a paracompact (~-metric space with a monotone scale {.Cf,,,: je N} and 
each M,, has the D4.2-property with respect to (g,, %) for each open family % of 
M”,, where g,, :X + X, is the projection. By Lemma 4.3, for each n M,, has an 
M-structure ({“U(F): FE S,“,,}, %,,) for the topology (8,’ (0): 0 is open in .M,}. Set 
9=U{g;‘(.Fn): nEiV}and%‘=U{g;‘(%‘“): HEN} 
and set for each F=g,‘(F’) with F’E~,,, HEN, 
V(F)=g,‘(Q(F’)). 
Then ({Y(F): FE S}, 2) is an M-structure of X. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.6. If X is a stratifiable u-metric space, then X E A 
Corollary 4.7. Let X be a stratifiable p-space. Then X is hereditarily .Ml and 
dim X < n if and only if there exists a a-closure-preserving base 21’ for X such that 
dimB(W)sn-1 foreach WE?V. 
This follows immediately from the above Theorem and Lemma 2.11. 
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